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due to the connecting rod to be calculated for each
position of the crank.
If fc2 happens to be equal to the product of AG- and GB, then
QU = i2/AG = GB so that the point U would coincide with
B and the resultant force would pass through 0 and hence
there would be no cc whipping effect9J of the rod. One often
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connecting rods produced beyond the crank-pin with the
object of bringing about this relationship. When it is accur-
ately obtained it will be found that the period of swing of the
rod about either hig or little end will be the same.
EXAMPLES
1. In the case o! a single-acting gas engine working on a 4-stroke
cycle, the mean effective pressure is 40 ifo. per sq. inch, the diameter
of cylinder 8 in., the stroke 8 in,, the number of revolutions 360 per
minute. The governor cuts out 1 explosion every 24 revs. Calculate
the I.H.P. developed by the engine.
2* Find the IJBLP. of a gas engine of which the piston is 12 in. dia-
meter* its eraak is 8 in. long* the engine makes 160 revolutions or 80
per minute, arid 30 per cent, o! the possible explosions are
omitted. The mean area of all the diagrams on a card taken with, a
120 spring in the indicator as measured by the planimeter is 2-62
aq» inch; length of diagram parallel to atmospheric line 4-03 in.
(B. of E., 1899.)
S. Hie mean effective pressure on the piston, both in the forward
and back strokes, is 62 Ib. per sq. inch; cylinder 18 in. diameter ;
crank 18 £el long. Wnafc is the "work done in one revolution ?
(B. of E., 1906.)
4. The follomng	arose in the trials of a gas engine :—Stroke
IS In.;	of piston 16} in. j average M.E.P. $8-8 Ib. per sq.

